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H-Functions. Merkle authentication tree

Merkle_Tree

Koliokviumas: 12 sav. IV-nį vyks nuo 17:30.
Paskaita: 12 sav. IV-nį vyks nuo 19:15.
Tiems, kurie negalės dalyvauti 12 sav. Paskaitoje, bus medžiagos įrašai.
Kitos paskaitos vyks kas savaitę įprastiniu laiku 17:30.
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h0: Root Hash

Consider bibary tree with 0, 1, 2, 3 levels.
L0: 0-level consist of 1 vertex  <--  20=1
L1: 1-level consist of 2 vertex  <--  21=2
L2: 2-level consist of 4 vertex  <--  22=4
L3: 3-level consist of 8 vertex  <--  23=8
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Bitcoin transactions are permanently recorded in the network through files called blocks. Maximum 
size of the block is currently limited to 1 MB but it may be increased in the future. Each block contains 
a UNIX time timestamp, which is used in block validity checks to make it more difficult for adversary 
to manipulate the block chain. New blocks are added to the end of the record (block chain) by 
referencing the hash of the previous block and once added are never changed. A variable number of 
transactions is included into a block through the merkle tree (fig 3.). Transactions in the Merkle tree are 
hashed using double SHA256 (hash of the hash of the transaction message).

Merkle Tree

Transactions are included into the block’s hash indirectly through the merkle root (top hash of a merkle 
tree). This allows removing old transactions (fig. 4) without modifying the hash of the block. Once the 
latest transaction is buried under enough blocks, previous transactions serve only as a history of the 
ownership and can be discarded to save space.
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Transaction template:
TxN = 'TxN:In11=…||In12=…||Out11=…||Out12=…||Rec1=…||Rec2=…'

Transactions:
Tx0 = 'Tx0:In11=6000||In12=3000||Out11=5000||Out12=4000||Rec1=B||Rec2=A'
Tx1='Tx1:In21=5000||Out21=3500||Out22=1500||Rec1=A2||Rec2=B'
Tx2='Tx2:In31=3500||Out31=3500||Out32=0||Rec1=E||Rec2=A2'

>> hTx0=h28('Tx0:In11=6000||In12=3000||Out11=5000||Out12=4000||Rec1=B||Rec2=A')
hTx0 = 5B5412B
>> hTx0=h28(Tx0)
hTx0 = 5B5412B

>>  hTx1=h28('Tx1:In21=5000||Out21=3500||Out22=1500||Rec1=A2||Rec2=B')
>> hTx1=h28(Tx1)
hTx1 = D5C895A

>>  hTx2=h28('Tx2:In21=3500||Out21=3500||Out22=0||Rec1=E||Rec2=A2')
>> hTx2=h28(Tx2)
hTx2 = FEC59B7
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h0: Root Hash L0
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https://medium.com/codechain/modified-merkle-patricia-trie-how-ethereum-saves-a-state-e6d7555078dd

Modified Merkle Patricia Trie (a.k.a MPT) as the method to 
save Ethereum state.
Basically, MPT is a combination of Patricia trie and Merkle 
tree, with few additional optimizations that fit the 
characteristics of Ethereum. Thus, an understanding of the 
Patricia trie and Merkle tree should precede the understanding 
of MPT.
Patricia Trie
Patricia trie is a data structure which is also called Prefix tree, 
radix tree or trie. Trie uses a key as a path so the nodes that 
share the same prefix can also share the same path. This 
structure is fastest at finding common prefixes, simple to 
implement, and requires small memory. Thereby, it is 
commonly used for implementing routing tables, systems that 
are used in low specification machines like the router.

hTx2 = FEC59B7

>> h20=hTx0
h20 = 5B5412B
>> h21=hTx1
h21 = D5C895A
>> h22=hTx2
h22 = FEC59B7

>> h10=h28('5B5412B||D5C895A')
h10 = B6BD3A4

>>  h0=h28('B6BD3A4||FEC59B7')
h0 = 60BA3B5

Root Hash: h0 

h20: 5B5412B
h21: D5C895A
h22: FEC59B7

h10: 625A41F
h0: F61ABE6

Dainius A.
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